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Hamlet’s ‘To be or not to be’ soliloquy, commentators often observe, is strikingly generalised. It has been suggested that Hamlet is not only considering whether to kill himself, but rather the broader question of ‘whether all men ought not to do so’.​[1]​ The speech is said to be ‘generic rather than reflexive’, since there are ‘no deictics fastening the content to [Hamlet’s] experience’.​[2]​ It is also composed in such broad terms that it could easily be detached from its position in the play:​[3]​ regardless of one’s position on the textual history of Hamlet, the speech (and the context in which it occurs) appears to be so sufficiently generalised as to survive a re-plotting of the entire work and a compression of its dramatic time. In the 1603 (Q1) edition, the speech immediately follows on from the eavesdropping plan, whereas in the 1604 (Q2) and Folio editions, the fishmonger episode, Hamlet’s encounter with Rosencrans and Guyldentern, their meeting with the players, and Hamlet’s ‘rogue and pesant slave’ speech occur between the eavesdropping plan and ‘To be or not to be’. ​[4]​ 
Paying attention to the ars rhetorica can help at once to illuminate the kind of rhetorical structure that is at work in Hamlet’s speech, as well as to account for its striking generality.​[5]​ Specifically, I shall argue, Hamlet’s speech is an example of a thesis, and follows the rule that the method of conducting such an argument is by the invocation of commonplaces, the collection of which was central to the intellectual culture of Renaissance humanism.​[6]​ Reading Hamlet’s speech in this way has several significant implications for our understanding of the play as well as of how Shakespeare used his reading. In what follows, I draw attention to the intellectual foundations of Hamlet’s speech by first reconstructing its rhetorical context, and then situating both its res and verba against a number of commonplace books and contemporaneous texts such as works of moral philosophy. In doing so, I challenge the plausibility of attempts to identify ‘sources’ for the speech, and demonstrate how this rhetorical reading is consistent with Shakespeare’s characterisation of Hamlet. 
* * *
By Act 3 Scene 1, Hamlet has been set on his task of revenge by the Ghost, and must thus find a way to oppose his uncle, the King. Alone on stage, he begins to speak:
To be, or not to be, that is the question,
Whether tis nobler in the minde to suffer
The slings and arrowes of outragious fortune,
Or to take Armes against a sea of troubles,
And by opposing, end them, to die to sleepe
No more, and by a sleepe, to say we end
The hart-ake, and the thousand naturall shocks
That flesh is heire to; tis a consumation
Deuoutly to be wisht to die to sleepe,
To sleepe, perchance to dreame, I there’s the rub,
For in that sleepe of death what dreames may come
When we haue shuffled off this mortall coyle
Must giue vs pause, there’s the respect
That makes calamitie of so long life:
For who would beare the whips and scornes of time,
Th’oppressors wrong, the proude mans contumely,
The pangs of despiz’d loue, the lawes delay,
The insolence of office, and the spurnes
That patient merrit of th’vnworthy takes,
When he himselfe might his quietas make
With a bare bodkin; who would fardels beare,
To grunt and sweat vnder a wearie life,
But that the dread of something after death,
The vndiscouer’d country, from whose borne
No trauiler returnes, puzzels the will,
And makes vs rather beare those ills we haue,
Then flie to others that we know not of.
Thus conscience dooes make cowards,
And thus the natiue hiew of resolution
Is sickled ore with the pale cast of thought,
And enterprises of great pitch and moment,
With this regard theyr currents turne awry,
And loose the name of action.​[7]​
As Colin Burrow puts it, this is ‘more or less a textbook piece of […] classically inspired debate, in which [Hamlet] sets out both sides of the question’, with Shakespeare expecting his audience to hear the Latin quaestio beneath the English equivalent.​[8]​ While the rhetoricians are interested in a variety of quaestiones, the most relevant of these for our present discussion is the distinction between quaestiones finitae and infinitae, or particular and universal questions, known in Greek respectively as hypothesis and thesis. To borrow Quintilian’s example, the question ‘Should Cato marry’ is a quaestio finita, while the question ‘Should one marry’ is a quaestio infinita.​[9]​ For Quintilian, the latter is also prior to the former, since Cato cannot deliberate on the question of whether to marry unless it is first agreed that men should marry.​[10]​ What is proved of the whole will necessarily be proved of the part, and the general case must be established before we can speak of the particular instance.​[11]​ This distinction is reiterated in a number of other classical rhetorical works, such as Cicero’s De partitione oratoria.​[12]​ 
Renaissance rhetoricians took up the discussion with enthusiasm. One instance may be found in the work of Philipp Melanchthon, who lectured at Hamlet’s alma mater Wittenberg.​[13]​ In his Elementa rhetorices, which first appeared in 1531, Melanchthon notes that the hypothesis is circumscribed by circumstances, such as in the question ‘Should war be waged against the Turks?’, while the general question ‘Should a Christian wage war?’ constitutes a thesis.​[14]​ In his De inventione dialectica of 1539, Rudolph Agricola similarly reminds us that while a thesis is not restricted by circumstances of time, place, and person, all or most of these are considered in a hypothesis.​[15]​ He further adds that the distinction between the thesis and the hypothesis corresponds to the dialectical distinction between predicative (or categorical) and conditional (or hypothetical) questions, and illustrates this point with the classic Cato example.​[16]​ A work possibly closer to Shakespeare is Agricola’s 1575 translation of Aphthonius’s Progymnasmata, a key text in the Elizabethan grammar school syllabus.​[17]​ The thesis, as Aphthonius defines it, may also be called a consultatio or a disquistio, and is the contemplation of some res we are investigating through speech.​[18]​ The thesis may be further subdivided into civic and contemplative categories. While the former is concerned with acts that affect all citizens (such as the quaestio of whether or not one ought to marry, or go on a voyage, or build a wall), the latter category consists of quaestiones that may only be contemplated in the mind (such as whether the sky is spherical, or if there are many worlds).​[19]​  
The distinction between the thesis and hypothesis is also taken up in the vernacular rhetorical handbooks. In his Art of rhetorique of 1553, Thomas Wilson repeats the familiar suggestion that infinite questions are propounded without circumstances such ‘tyme, place, and person’, while definite questions ‘set furthe a matter with the appoynctment, and namying of place, time, and person’.​[20]​ Although Wilson notes that indefinite questions are ‘more proper vnto the Logicia[n], who talketh of thynges vniuersally’, he echoes Quintilian in his reminder that ‘whosoeuer will talke of a particuler matter must reme[m]ber that within the same also, is comprehended a generall’.​[21]​ Richard Rainolde’s Foundacion of rhetorike of 1563 similarly includes a discussion drawn from the Aphthonian account. Rainolde defines the thesis as a ‘reasonyng by question, vpon a matter vncertaine’, and divides it into ‘Questions Ciuill […] that dooe pertaine to the state of a common wealth’ and ‘question[s] contemplatiue’, which are ‘comprehended in the minde, and in the intelligence of man’.​[22]​ To this Rainolde adds that making an oration in the style of a thesis is very much like making a locus communis oration, although he refrains from commenting any further.​[23]​ The relationship between the thesis and the locus communis oration is taken up more extensively in Reinhard Lorich’s scholia on Aphthonius, which was published alongside Agricola’s translation of the Progymnasmata. Like Rainolde, Lorich points out that the thesis and the locus communis share a great similarity,​[24]​ but he neglects elaborate, concentrating instead on a discussion of their differences. While the locus communis oration amplifies and augments the causa that is taken up,​[25]​ Lorich tells us, the thesis plainly unfolds the res at hand and demonstrates it through the process of reasoning.​[26]​ The former is also to be declaimed as if the res is certus, while the latter is to be debated and disputed.​[27]​
This way of thinking about quaestiones is regarded as an exceptionally helpful one in the process of inventio. As Wilson puts it, deliberating on an infinite question ‘agreeth well to an Orators profession, and ought well to be knowen’.​[28]​ Considering quaestiones in their infinite form produces res that may be stored for the later application of circumstances: ruminating on the quaestio ‘Should one marry’ provides us with ample material we can use in our discussion of the quaestio ‘Should Cato marry?’. Once we have some idea of who our audience is and the circumstances they find themselves in, the quaestio infinita turns into a quaestio finita, and we shall be able to use the matter we have previously generated to advise them on their precise predicaments. Although Rainolde and Lorich do not elaborate on the similarity between the thesis and the locus communis oration, the connection between the two is quite clear in this light. If quaestiones infinitae are deliberations conducted without reference to circumstances, then commonplaces will be particularly helpful since they (to borrow Rainolde’s words) ‘agree vniversally to all menne’.​[29]​ 
  The thesis is also particularly generative in its shifts pro and contra. Aphthonius tells us that the thesis is the first preliminary exercise in which a counter-thesis is included, as well as a rebuttal to that which is questioned.​[30]​ Rainolde echoes this in his suggestion that one ‘maie putte in certaine obiections’.​[31]​ In response to the question ‘Is it good to marie a wife’, one may bring up counterarguments such as the ‘greate care, and pensiuenesse of mind’ brought about ‘by losse of children, or wife’, or the ‘greate sorowe if thy children proue wicked and dissolute’.​[32]​ The answer to these, Rainolde points out, ‘minister[s] matter to declaime vpon’.​[33]​ In other words, the thesis may also be viewed as an exercise in generating res on both sides of the quaestio as the orator switches between pro and contra positions, and in repeatedly offering a contradictio and solutio to their own arguments.​[34]​ As Joel Altman has suggested, this method of inquiry structures various Renaissance works across different forms and genres, and Shakespeare’s first seventeen sonnets may even be thought of as an instance in which the classic quaestio ‘Should one marry?’ is explored in different forms.​[35]​
	Hamlet’s speech, I suggest, is a thesis of the kind I have just described. Its opening quaestio and subsequent reformulation as a choice between suffering ‘the slings and arrowes of outragious fortune’ or taking ‘Armes against a sea of troubles, / And by opposing, end them’ is phrased in an ‘infinite’ style without specific reference to any circumstances of time, place, person, and so on. Perhaps more significantly, as Erasmus puts it in his De copia, stock comparisons such as 
Is the married or unmarried state happier? private or public life? Is monarchy preferable to democracy? Is the life of the student better than that of the uneducated? 
may also be considered commonplaces,​[36]​ and the quaestio that Hamlet poses may be thought of as such a commonplace comparison.​[37]​
	Furthermore, the rest of Hamlet’s speech can be shown to comprise a number of loci communes, which, as we know, are used to substantiate a thesis. The comparison of death and sleep in its opening lines is a ubiquitous Renaissance topos extensively used in a number of Shakespeare’s poems and plays.​[38]​ It can be invoked, for instance, in a consolatory vein as Robert Cawdry does in his Store-house of similes. We do not grieve when we see our ‘parents and friends’ lay themselves to rest, Cawdry observes, since those who are ‘a sleepe, do soone awake and rise againe’.​[39]​ In Wits theatre of the little world, Robert Allott notes that death is ‘feigned of the Poets, to be the sister of Sleepe’, and that sleep has the power to deliver one to ‘his brother Death’.​[40]​ William Baldwin posits another familial relationship in his Treatice of moral philosophy: ‘Death and slepe’, Baldwin suggests, are ‘cousins germaine’.​[41]​ Another instance may be found in John Marbeck’s Booke of notes and common places, where he notes that death is both ‘an eternall sleepe’ and a ‘kinde of sleeping’.​[42]​ More evocatively, he adds that death is also ‘a dissolution of the body, a terror of the rich, a desire of [the] poor, a thing inheritable, a pilgrimage vncertaine, a theefe of man, […] a separation of the liuing, a companie of the dead, a resolution of all, a rest of trauails, an end of all idle desires’.​[43]​ Like Hamlet’s speech, Marbeck’s entry copiously describes death in a multitude of ways, and it would not be a stretch to think that Shakespeare found almost all the inspiration he needed here.
	A ‘sea of troubles’ is also a Renaissance metaphor that recurs frequently in commonplace books,​[44]​ almost invariably to illustrate the unpredictability and miseries of life.  Baldwin’s Treatice, for instance, notes that life is a ‘perillous passage’ in which we are ‘troubled with stormes and tempests farre more miserablye than suche as make shipwracke’.​[45]​ We sail ‘as it were in the sea’, Baldwin writes, ‘alwayes in doubt, hauing fortune our liues gouernour, some hauing prosperous windes, other some contrary’.​[46]​ It is ‘well woorth the marking’, Anthonie Fletcher also suggests in his Certaine very proper, and most profitable similies, that ‘the prophet doth cal men fishes, which are tossed and tumbled, in the troublesome waters, and waues of the world’.​[47]​ ‘For what els is this world’, Fletcher asks, ‘but a sea, continually disquieted with fearce flouds, of infinite temptations, & tossed with stormes of innumerable troubles, and shaken with windes of al maner of vanities?’​[48]​ This is precisely the sea of troubles that Hamlet has in mind—one that is endlessly subject to the winds of Fortune, making for a difficult and unpleasant voyage. Although ‘slings and arrows’ are not usually specifically singled out as her accoutrements, an armed and dangerous Fortune is also a classic topos that may be found in Erasmus, Dante, and others.​[49]​
	The metaphor of death as an undiscovered country is also far from unique to Hamlet’s speech. One instance of its use can be found in Pierre de La Primaudaye’s The second part of the French academie. Seeking to rebut those who doubt the immortality of the soul, Primaudaye writes disparagingly of individuals who ‘delight’ in the ‘beastly opinion’ that ‘no man knoweth what becommeth of the soules of men after the death of their bodies, nor into what countrey they goe’.​[50]​ In his commonplace book, Marbeck similarly notes that in the same way travelers ‘chaunce to come into some vnknowne country’ and ‘cannot tell whither to goe except they haue a guide’, a departed soul enters a territory that is ‘altogether new vnto her’, and she is ‘vncerteine and ignorant whither she may goe, except shee gette a guide’.​[51]​  The ‘vndiscouer’d country, from whose borne / No trauiler returnes’ is, in other words, a further commonplace sentiment.​[52]​
	Notably, this idea recurs in Measure for Measure, where Claudio frets about dying and going ‘we know not where’.​[53]​ Ignorance about the afterlife does indeed puzzle the will—Claudio allows his imagination to run to the extremes of ‘fierie floods’, a ‘thrilling Region of thicke-ribbed Ice’ and imprisonment in ‘the viewless windes’ where one is ‘blowne with restlesse violence’. Given these possible tribulations, it is little wonder that Claudio shares Hamlet’s unexceptional sentiment about bearing even the ‘weariest, and most loathed worldly life’, for it is ‘a Paradise’ compared to ‘what we fear of death’. Hamlet’s invocation of this commonplace thought about death as an undiscovered country is also particularly striking in the light of his recent encounter with the Ghost, a traveller who appears to have returned from such a place.​[54]​ Hamlet, it seems, is not drawing on his own experiences and thinking in terms of the specific or the particular, but rather the universal and the general. 
	Approaching Hamlet’s speech in terms of the commonplaces it invokes has significant implications for the way we think about Shakespeare’s reading and how he used it. It has long been suggested that Shakespeare could have read John Florio’s translation of Montaigne’s Essais before its publication in 1603 due to the ‘apparent instances of verbal reminiscences’ in Hamlet,​[55]​ the most notable of which is the word ‘consumation’ in this speech.​[56]​ Quoting Socrates’ defence before his judges in the essay ‘Of Phisiognomy’, Florio’s Montaigne writes evocatively of the prospect of death, drawing together vocabulary and images that echo Hamlet’s own:
I know I have neither frequented nor knowne death, nor have I seene any body, that hath either felt or tried her qualities, to instruct me in them. Those who feare her, presuppose to know her: As for me, I neither know who or what she is, nor what they doe in any other worlde. Death may peradventure be a thing indifferent, happily a thing desirable. Yet is it to be beleeved, that if it be a transmigration from one place to an other, there is some amendement in going to live with so many worthie famous persons, that are deceased; and be exempted from having any more to doe with wicked and corrupted Iudges. If it be a consummation of ones being, it is also an amendement and entrance into a long and quiet night. Wee finde nothing so sweete in life, as a quiet rest and gentle sleepe, and without dreames.​[57]​
As Brian Cummings has suggested, Montaigne’s quotation of Socrates from Plato’s Apology ‘makes sense as a source’ for Hamlet’s speech not only because of this reminiscence, but also because of the ‘structure of his thinking’: like Hamlet, Socrates points out that he is ignorant about what comes after we have shuffled off this mortal coil.​[58]​
	However, it is unwarranted to assume that Shakespeare had access to a pre-publication copy of Florio’s Montaigne during the composition of Hamlet. To begin with, such professions of ignorance about the afterlife were fairly common, as evinced by earlier examples. More importantly, Socrates’s speech is as commonplace as can be. It is relayed in Plato’s Apology and then elaborated by Cicero in his Tusculanae disputationes, and the whole ‘death of Socrates’ episode is even used by Erasmus in De copia to suggest sententiae that can be used to praise as well as censure Socrates, illustrating how material for our commonplace books can ‘serve not only diverse but contrary uses’.​[59]​ There is also an important distinction to be made between Montaigne’s quotation of Socrates’s speech and the movement of thought in Hamlet’s speech. Unlike Hamlet, who fears what dreams may come after we have shuffled off this mortal coil, Socrates finds death to be a ‘quiet rest and gentle sleepe, without dreames’, and has no aversion to such a ‘consummation’. Crucially, the specific vocabulary of Florio’s translation is also far from unique: the phrase consummatum est, in particular, has an extremely strong Biblical resonance.​[60]​
	The basic sentiment behind Socrates’s speech can also be found in a large number of Renaissance texts, most notably in the literature of comfort, a subgenre of consolatory writing characterised by descriptions of a corrupt, decaying world very much like Hamlet’s view of Denmark, as well as the concomitant desirability of death in such a situation. Boethius’s De consolatione philosophiae, an early sixth-century work and one of the classic texts of this genre, was undoubtedly known to Shakespeare and his contemporaries.​[61]​ Chaucer’s translation was first published in 1478 by William Caxton, while George Colvile’s rendering was printed in a facing-page edition in 1556. Elizabeth I even attempted a partial translation while at Windsor Castle in the autumn of 1593. In addition to these renderings of Boethius, Thomas Bedingfeld published a translation of Girolamo Cardano’s De consolatione, an Italian book of comfort in 1543, which went through two further editions in 1573 and 1576. Although these texts have been linked to this speech and Hamlet as a whole,​[62]​ their shared intellectual heritage discourages us from decisively identifying them as the sole source for Hamlet’s speech.​[63]​
	The same applies to Montaigne’s Essais. While ‘Shakespeare’s Montaigne’ has been and will continue to be the subject of intense discussion,​[64]​ the nature of both texts discourages any attempt to establish a direct link between them. As I have been trying to show, Hamlet’s speech draws on commonplaces which Shakespeare could have gleaned from a wide variety of sources.  As Francis Bacon puts it, texts may sometimes be ‘Read by Deputy’, and we may choose to consult the ‘Extracts made of them by Others’.​[65]​  The same strategy is at work in Montaigne’s construction of his Essais,​[66]​ and indeed, in Of Phisiognomy, he explicitly refers to his own practice of commonplace gathering and use. Aware that he may be accused of merely ‘[gathering] a nosegay of strange floures’ without adding anything of his own ‘but the thred to binde them’, Montaigne is keen to point out that his ‘borrowed ornaments’ do not ‘cover or hide’ him, nor is he one who makes their books out of ‘things neither studied nor ever vnderstood’.​[67]​ Instead, he transforms his ‘many borrowings’ into his own by ‘disguising and altering’ them to ‘some new service’.​[68]​ 
	Similarly, if Shakespeare read Florio’s Montaigne in the process of writing Hamlet, then he treated it as a store-house of material to be mined for his own use,​[69]​ as Montaigne claims to have done in his writing. This applies to any number of texts that various commentators have linked with this speech. Be it Florio’s Montaigne, Montaigne in his native French,​[70]​ Boethius, or the commonplace books and works of moral philosophy I have been citing to contextualise this speech, Shakespeare is transforming borrowed ideas into his own. While this borrowed res may most straightforwardly be thought of as verba like ‘consumation’, it could also be a reflection about the nature of the afterlife, or even ideas that frequently recur in a dramatic set-piece.​[71]​  Like Montaigne, who presses borrowed ‘floures’ into new service, Shakespeare is engaging in a characteristically Renaissance practice. As we shall see later, the play also depicts Hamlet’s familiarity with the gathering and use of commonplaces, thus further drawing attention to the speech’s argumentative method and composition, as well as the intellectual resources Shakespeare employed in its construction.   
	With this in mind, we can now return to the rest of Hamlet’s speech. To end one’s life with a bodkin as a means of escaping the vicissitudes of Fortune is another widely-expressed sentiment. One of Seneca’s epistles to Lucilius, for instance, considers how death ought to be preferred by those who are battered by Fortune, and does so in a manner echoed in Hamlet’s thoughts:​[72]​
Shall I expulse the crueltie of a sickenesse, or the tyrannie of a man, when as I may escape euen through the middest of torments, and driue all aduersities farre from me? […] To heale thy head-ach thou hast oft-times let bloud, to extenuate thy bodie thou hast opened thy veine: Thou needest not to open thy breast with a deepe and vast wound; a lancet will giue way to that great libertie, and in a pricke consisteth securitie.  What is it then that maketh vs fearfull and slacke to dislodge?​[73]​
Although Thomas Lodge translates Seneca’s scapellum here as ‘lancet’, the bodkin is specifically used as the weapon of choice in many other discussions of self-murder. Richard Robinson writes in A golden mirrour that Cleopatra’s ‘heart did bleyd’ by ‘a bodkin’ she used ‘to curle her golden haire’.​[74]​ Similarly, in a translation of Pedro de la Sierra’s The second part of the myrror of knighthood, the giant Bramarunt contemplates self-murder, and addresses a ‘poor poynado’ in his hand, calling it a ‘silly bodkin’ that he hopes will assist him in ‘bereauing [him] of [his] wearie & lingering lyfe’.​[75]​
	Editors of Hamlet have pointed out that a commonplace financial metaphor is also at work in these lines: the words quietus est were standardly written against an account to indicate that payment had been made.​[76]​ In turn, this expression is related to the oft-repeated thought that life is merely borrowed time. Cawdry’s Store-house captures this sentiment in an entry under the heading ‘Death of the body not to be feared’.  Just as ‘money borrowed is to bee paide againe with thankes, and good will’, Cawdry writes, so ‘the life that wee haue borrowed of God, is to bee yeelded vp with cheerfull countenance and thankes’.​[77]​ Similarly, an entry in Francis Meres’s Palladis tamia under the heading ‘Death’ suggests that just as ‘borrowed money is willingly to be paide againe’, so our life, ‘which God hath lent vs, is without repining to be rendered to him againe, when he cals for it’.​[78]​ This metaphor can also be traced to classical sources. Cicero’s Tusculanae disputationes, for instance, attempts to disabuse us of the notion that it is ‘wretched to die before our time’ by arguing that it is nature who has ‘granted the use of life like a loan, without fixing any day for repayment’.​[79]​ We cannot complain if the loan is called in since these were the terms on which we accepted the loan.​[80]​
	Shakespeare’s use of ‘quietas’, however, is considerably more complex than this pecuniary metaphor. The English noun ‘quietas’ (or ‘quietus’) is derived from the Latin quiescere, a verb which possessed a copia of meanings when translated from Latin to English. A glance at Thomas’s Dictionarium reveals just how rich this term could be:
To rest, sleepe, or take rest: to be at quiet: to cease or end: to be void of labour, care and busines: to be caulme, to hold ones peace and make no more a doe: to suffer or permit: to pause and take breath, to stand still and not to moue: also to appeare or cause to be quiet.​[81]​
As this evocative definition reveals, Shakespeare is also playing on the notion of ‘quiet’ as the state devoutly to be wished for, an end to a life of ‘labour, care and busines’ such as the ones extensively listed in Hamlet’s speech. 
	The associated noun quies also recurs frequently in Seneca’s tragedies to signify rest from political and emotional perturbation.​[82]​ The Chorus at the end of the first act of Hercules, for instance, contrasts those who have ‘tranquilla quies’ in a ‘home that delights in its own small means’, and those who live in cities, where ‘[f]ew are familiar with untroubled peace’.​[83]​  Similarly, the Chorus that closes the second act of Thyestes invokes the classical preference for otium over the dangers of public life: ‘Who wishes may stand in power /on a palace’s slippery peak: let dulcis quies sate me’.​[84]​ The perilous estate of kings is also bemoaned by the Chorus at the end of the first act of Agamemnon. Here, Seneca is keen to stress how those in power are endlessly tossed in a sea of troubles thanks to the unpredictability of Fortune, and are thus denied the quies they long for:
O Fortune, beguiler / by means of the great blessings of thrones, / you set the exalted / in a sheer unstable place. / Never do scepters attain placidam quietem /or a day that is certain of itself. / They are wearied by care upon care, / Their spirits tossed by some new storm.​[85]​
As commentators have noted, there was a considerable vogue for Seneca at the time when Hamlet was written.​[86]​ The extent to which Senecan tragedy permeated Shakespeare’s milieu would have lent the desirability of quies in all its rich forms much intellectual and cultural currency. In musing on the act of making one’s quietas with a bare bodkin, Hamlet is echoing another conventional sentiment. 
	Last but not least, the thought that conscience makes cowards of us all constitutes a further commonplace.​[87]​ The end of the sixteenth century saw the publication of numerous works of Protestant casuistry in the British Isles, the best-known of which are by William Perkins and John Woolton.​[88]​ These casuists agreed that the conscience is a rational faculty that provides moral guidance on correct action. As Perkins puts it, the conscience is ‘part of the vnderstanding in all reasonable creatures’ which helps to determine whether ‘their particular actions’ are ‘either with them or against them’.​[89]​ The standard metaphor for describing this process is a forensic one,​[90]​ and one evocative example may be found in Thomas Newton’s translation of the Flemish theologian Andreas Hyperius’s The true tryall and examination of a mans owne selfe. To examine one’s self in this way, Hyperius writes, is ‘nothing else, than for him to trie, narrowly to searche, and diligent to proue, who and what maner of person he is’.​[91]​  This is as though one is ‘strictly endite[d] and iudically arraigne[d] at the Barre, as he before a most severe Iudge’.​[92]​
	This metaphor is undoubtedly what Shakespeare had in mind in his earlier reference to ‘conscience’ and ‘coward’ in his Tragedy of King Richard the Third.  Lying in bed alone at night, Richard is visited by the ghost of Buckingham in a dream, and meditates fearfully on how his conscience arraigns him with ‘a thousand seuerall tongues’, each bringing ‘a seueral tale’ which ‘condemns [him] for a villaine’ as they ‘[t]hrong to the barre, crying all guiltie, guiltie’.​[93]​ This is the same sense in which Hamlet observes that ‘conscience dooes make cowards’—the prospect of being called to account by one’s conscience (as Richard vividly experiences) is what causes ‘enterprises of great pitch and moment’ to have ‘theyr currents turne awry’ and ‘loose the name of action’.​[94]​ As Perkins tells us, ‘the effect of the accusing and condemning conscience’ is none other than to ‘stir vp sundry passions and motions in the heart’ such as shame, sadness, fear, desperation and finally ‘a perturbation or disquietnes of the whole man’.​[95]​ One who fears being tried by their own conscience may therefore allow the ‘pale cast of thought’ to prevent them from acting (even if Shakespeare does not ultimately show us an instance of Hamlet being assailed by his conscience). With this final consideration, Hamlet concludes his self-deliberation. The generality of the whole speech, which has been so striking for critics of the play, can thus be explained if we think of it as a thesis. 
* * *
This reading of Hamlet’s speech is consistent with Shakespeare’s characterisation of the prince as a university student with a fondness for collecting and using commonplaces. Hamlet, who is probably still attending the university of Wittenberg,​[96]​ is undoubtedly familiar with the recommendation that students ought to keep on their person a set of tabulae for the purposes of recording interesting and useful sententiae under the appropriate headings for future use.​[97]​ As Melanchthon suggests in his Elementa rhetorices, this practice is particularly useful during adolescence, and diligence in the collection of sententiae not only enriches our vocabulary but also contributes to our understanding of things.​[98]​ Hamlet appears to have absorbed this habit thoroughly. Although he promises to keep ‘the table of [his] memory’ free from ‘[a]ll sawes of books, all forms, all pressures past’ after his encounter with the Ghost, he fails to abandon the practice entirely, and can even be said to assimilate it into his quest for vengeance as he makes a note of Claudius’s hypocritical behavior before the court earlier in the scene:
O villaine, villaine, smiling damned villaine,
My tables, meet it is I set it downe
That one may smile, and smile, and be a villaine,
At least I am sure it may be so in Denmarke.
So Vncle, there you are, now to my word,
It is adew, adew, remember me.​[99]​ 
	While this is the play’s only explicit instance of commonplace-gathering, we may imagine that this process is not at all unfamiliar to the humanistically-educated prince, who frequently invokes commonplace ideas in different situations for a variety of purposes. One such instance occurs when he notes Rosencrans and Guyldensterne’s attempt to play upon him like a pipe.​[100]​ The piper is, of course, commonly associated with the flatterer, thanks in large part to Plutarch’s influential discussion of this character.​[101]​ In accusing his erstwhile companions of playing upon him like a pipe, Hamlet musters commonplace knowledge of the piper-flatterer analogue to demonstrate his awareness of their machinations.​[102]​ This is immediately followed by a seemingly nonsensical conversation between Hamlet and Polonius about the shape of a cloud, with the latter constantly changing his mind to agree with the prince.​[103]​ This is yet another commonplace indicator of flattery: the flatterer’s variability of opinion is widely acknowledged to be one of his distinguishing characteristics.​[104]​ This exchange also embodies another allusion to commonplaces. To dispute about something as inconsequential as the shape of a cloud relates to a proverbial saying collected in Erasmus’s Adagia. We are told that de fumo disceptare is a ‘dig at philosophers, who discuss with great earnestness about smoke, that is, things of no importance’.​[105]​ The implication here, then, is that Hamlet’s utterances are far from inane or insane: he is drawing on his tabulae to make a layered jibe at both Polonius’s attempted flattery and his empty loquaciousness.​[106]​ 
	A similar occurrence takes place earlier in the play, where Hamlet appears to misidentify Polonius as a ‘Fishmonger’.​[107]​ This apparent misidentification is simply a commonplace pejorative borrowed from Erasmus’s De copia: Polonius, Hamlet implies, is the sort of person who blows his nose on his elbow.​[108]​ When Polonius wishes to know ‘the matter’ that the madly-attired Hamlet is reading in his book moments later, he is given yet another seemingly strange answer about a ‘satericall rogue’ and an unflattering description of old men that appears to have been lifted from Juvenal’s tenth satire (or some other intermediary source), another borrowing that serves to ridicule the elderly counsellor.​[109]​ Elsewhere, Hamlet refers to Polonius as a ‘great baby’ who is ‘not yet out of his swadling clouts’, invoking the expression bis pueri senes, or (as Rosencras has it) ‘an old man is twice a child’. ​[110]​ This, Erasmus notes in his Adagia, is suited for describing those who ‘in advanced age cling to some childish preoccupations, unseemly and inopportune though they may be’, or ‘old men doddering with senility, turning back again as it were to childhood’.​[111]​ Hamlet even sends Polonius to his death with the use of a commonplace in the so-called closet scene. Hearing Gertrard’s cry for help, Polonius, who is concealed behind an arras, gives away his location by calling out. In turn, Hamlet kills Polonius while remarking ‘How now, a Rat, dead for a Duckat, dead’,​[112]​ thus dramatising another commonplace about a rat which perishes by giving itself away (suo ipsius indicio periit sorex).
	These instances of commonplace usage in Hamlet’s interactions with Rosencrans, Guyldensterne, and particularly Polonius suggest that Hamlet may be referring to his tabulae more often than we think, either by consulting them in physical form or running through them in his mind.​[113]​ His exasperation at the succession of consolatory commonplaces offered by Claudius and Gertrard earlier in the play also comes into focus in this reading.​[114]​ Hamlet already knows that the loss of a father is ‘common’, and he has perhaps already tried (and failed) to find anything in his entry on ‘Death’ that will assuage his inner turmoil.  As a young man who is still at university, Hamlet is undoubtedly never far from his tabulae, and the book that Hamlet is reading in his encounter with Polonius may simply be his commonplace book, where he has ‘set down’ the passage from Juvenal from his own studies.​[115]​ Similarly, Hamlet could very well have consulted his tabulae before making his exclamatory remarks on ‘What a piece of work is man’, a thoroughly commonplace thought often discussed in the Renaissance.​[116]​
	Thinking about Hamlet as someone in the habit of consulting his tabulae (whether physically or mentally) also helps to explain the formal qualities of his ‘To be or not to be’ speech, and accounts for what has been described as the ‘universality, self-containment, rhetorical polish [and] philosophical eclecticism’ of his meditation.​[117]​ It also lends further support to my basic argument that Hamlet’s quaestio is a quaestio infinita or a thesis.​[118]​ The speech is consists of commonplaces simply because this is the way such quaestiones are tackled, and Hamlet may in turn be using his tabulae to help him with this task. The ebb and flow of Hamlet’s argument is also appropriate to the pursuit of a thesis. He first thinks about the desirability of death, before realising that the fact that ‘dreames may come’ after we ‘haue shuffled off this mortall coyle’ ought to give us ‘pause’. He then returns to seeing long life as a ‘calamitie’, and copiously invokes a list of troubles in unfolding this point, before returning to the thought of ‘the dread of something after death’, and surmising that this is what makes us ‘rather beare those ills we haue’ than ‘flie to others that we know not of’. This follows the precise pattern of a thesis, in which a position is repeatedly proposed in different forms, contradicted, and then resolved.  
	It remains to consider why Hamlet engages in the construction of a thesis at all.  Hamlet, as we know, has been instructed by the Ghost to remember and presumably also to avenge him. This is tantamount to resisting and perhaps murdering his uncle, the established sovereign of Denmark, whose legitimacy in Hamlet’s eyes is far from certain. An individual in Hamlet’s position faced an ‘intensely disturbing and problematic’ range of choices in the early modern period.​[119]​ One could adopt an attitude of patient forbearance as the neo-Stoics did, which in turn entailed obedience to authority in all circumstances.​[120]​ At the same time, resistance was advocated by a wide range of religious groups, introducing a dizzying number of possible justifications for someone wishing to oppose a king like Claudius.​[121]​ The Huguenots, for instance, held the distinctive view that ‘a prince of the blood was obligated to act against a tyrant, but only he could initiate such action when certain of his ground and of his conscience’.​[122]​ To compound the problematic nature of this choice, the consequence of resistance was most likely death. As Catherine Belsey puts it, the ‘hopelessness of taking arms against the sea perhaps suggests something of the nature of Hamlet’s predicament’: ‘opposing Claudius is treason, while in plotting against him, Hamlet risks his death, as the rest of the play makes clear’.​[123]​ Even in this broad and simplified account, Hamlet’s mortality seems inextricably linked to revenge.
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